
Education Perfect Arabic aligned to the UAE Framework for learning
Arabic as an additional language.

An overview of Education Perfect Arabic:

The Education Perfect Arabic platform is a learning and assessment toolkit providing a
large library of customisable, engaging and sca�olded lessons  to support students in
their development of all core language learning skills: Listening, reading, writing and
speaking.

This document gives an overview of how the Education Perfect Arabic programme can
be used to support the performance indicators of the UAE Framework for learning
Arabic as an additional language. Note the lesson links in this document link to lessons
with English instructions and questions. In our content library, for Beginner and
Intermediate level you can also find equivalent immersion lessons with instructions and
questions in Arabic.

Listening

Years of study: Performance indicators How this is supported by EP Languages

1 year The student can sometimes recognize the
letter sounds which he learned in the
context of familiar words.

The Arabic alphabet lessons provide
sca�olded practice of the letters and sounds.

0. Introduction
1. Alif, baa, taa, thaa
2. Jiim, haa, khaa
3. Daal, thaal, ra, zay
4. Seen, sheen, saad, daad
5. Ta, tha, ayn, ghayn
6. Faa, qaf, kaf, lam
7. Meem, noon, ha, wow, yaa

The student can sometimes understand
single words that have been learned and
memorized in previous stages, especially if
associated with an action or a picture.

Students are o�ered opportunities to learn
and memorize words across all Getting
Started and Beginner units.

The student can  understand common
greetings.

Getting Started Unit 1: Greetings:
Introduction lesson
Reading and listening lesson

The student can recognize some color Getting Started Unit 6: Colours

https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/034c33dc-d3cf-4d48-8310-08f52b46975b
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/6fe51fa5-a1a7-4df0-bf6a-866e8983f762
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/714f2ec4-4946-4274-94ba-40758aa51168
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/70c63431-ffa2-4876-a84e-69685840d95b
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/41a39a41-e2be-45c3-811f-2788e5814078
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/1a87ce0d-b728-4522-90bf-335715bf6400
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/98a2044b-29b2-473f-88a5-69b50e5a19d9
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/56c8bbb0-a7cf-4087-8326-914b8155adf1
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/2082bd76-6be1-4346-827e-fb0b26f2fcb0
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/d8bf2c79-cd91-4856-9e3d-97f68cbf8629


names. Introduction lesson
Reading and listening lesson

The student can count from one to ten. Getting Started Unit 7: Numbers and saying
your age
Introduction lesson
Reading and listening lesson

The student knows some types of food. Getting Started Unit 15: Food and Drinks
Introduction lesson
Reading and Listening lesson

2 years The student can understand di�erent
greetings and the occasions they are used
in.

Getting Started Unit 1: Greetings:
Introduction lesson
Reading and listening lesson

Beginner unit 1: Greetings and Introductions
Introduction lesson
Listening lesson

The student can understand vocabulary
and expressions of thankfulness as
expressed by others

Getting Started Unit 9: Classroom
conversations
Introduction lesson
Listening and reading lesson

The student can understand the names of
the days of the week and the times of a day.

Getting Started Unit 17: Days of the week
Introduction lesson
Reading and Listening lesson

The student can recognize the names of the
seven Emirates.

Not currently covered in existing EP units -
this could be created with EP Studio tools.

The student can recognize some body
parts.

Intermediate Unit 8: At the Doctors
Introduction lesson

The student can recognize some simple and
common expressions about the weather.

Getting Started Unit 18: Weather
Introduction lesson
Reading and Listening lesson

3 years The student can di�erentiate between
interrogative and informative sentences.

This is covered across multiple units at
Beginner and Intermediate level.

The student can understand questions
about his age, address, and hobbies.

Getting Started Unit 19: Activities at Home
Introduction Lesson
Reading and Listening lesson

Getting Started Unit 20: Activities away from
home:
Introduction lesson
Reading and Listening lesson

Beginner Unit 9: Leisure and Activities
Introduction lesson
Listening lesson

The student can understand some simple
questions and statements about his family,
friends and classmates.

Getting Started Unit 10: My Family
Introduction lesson
Reading and Listening lesson

Getting Started Unit 11: Extended Family
Introduction lesson
Reading and listening lesson

https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/1b9f2d0c-e961-40e9-80d6-40a23d92f76f
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/c94ef338-75a4-4129-9363-107609b8c7fb
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/efc60de6-6878-477a-9f63-30c40e85c7f0
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/3e921cd3-6753-42bd-ad2f-88473d14a2c5
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/6194d6a3-e866-4c22-9ef6-9f7f46b99d5e
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/450448b7-70b7-439b-b414-7afbbee4a491
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/2082bd76-6be1-4346-827e-fb0b26f2fcb0
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/d8bf2c79-cd91-4856-9e3d-97f68cbf8629
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/eb9a71f8-7b5e-4191-bb72-b2f1d5779b58
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/4d628aae-c81d-4558-a8d3-dfa3badb5e84
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/65caf336-7555-4072-8ec8-e635da44af90
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/18490ee3-8488-45cf-adba-9c7a85dd7240
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/8978ef25-84c0-41ae-9653-1efb0b52a4b9
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/11fa13ce-2faa-4593-949b-be8f8801cae0
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/2b2f4e5d-bd4e-4f23-b235-666126db7b96
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/28ce882e-287e-42d6-8727-3a9df273dab8
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/eab3689e-738b-4baf-a243-1588f7dee21c
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/b4e00bf4-335d-4d7f-b3b1-9bdb53771b9b
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/a3b0d737-27f5-439a-bbc2-b34bd5555563
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/e661499b-79f4-4f9f-9676-be23ac1af28b
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/0792da4e-7d65-4f98-a4ad-a755160720c1
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/0a4989fc-fda1-4618-b4f9-4570e77c04f3
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/349e060b-0dfc-45ca-b863-0c278df6f863
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/f6193b84-5cb3-4b18-a9f1-9b6f8c639c10
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/50b51ccb-7824-4462-b064-b11eddcd6a7f
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/452d35ff-ba8b-4d6a-a472-0c4986f4754c
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/dcb726f9-0442-42d6-8174-65b729690905


Getting Started Unit 12: Talking about my
Family
Introduction lesson
Reading and listening lesson

Beginner Unit 2: Family and Pets
Introduction lesson
Listening lesson

The student can understand weather
conditions with the help of pictures or video
clips.

Getting Started Unit 18: Weather
Introduction lesson
Reading and Listening lesson

The student can understand some tangible
descriptions related to a photo or a drawing.

EP studio tools can be used to support for
this descriptor

The student can recognize whether the
conversation is about him or about
someone else.

This is covered across multiple units

The student can sometimes understand
road directions to reach a certain
destination.

Intermediate: Unit 3:
Introduction lesson
Listening lesson

The student can understand a simple
conversation between a seller and a buyer.

Intermediate Unit 1: Restaurants and
shopping for food:
Introduction lesson
Listening lesson

4 years The student can understand the timeframe
set by the teacher to complete homework.

Not currently covered

The student can understand questions
related to his study schedule or other types
of schedules.

Beginner Unit 8: School subjects
Introduction lesson
Listening lesson

Intermediate Unit 7: Daily routine
Introduction lesson
Listening lesson

The student can understand questions
about likes and dislikes.

Beginner Unit 8: School subjects
Introduction lesson
Listening lesson

Beginner Unit 9: Leisure activities
Introduction lesson
Listening lesson

The student can understand simple
messages of praise and congratulation.

Not currently covered

The student can understand the general
message in an audible announcement.

All of the beginner listening lesson will
support the students with this.

The student can understand the time and
the place of an event.

Intermediate Unit 6: Making plans:
Introduction lesson
Listening lessonThe student can distinguish between the

acceptance and the decline of an invitation
in an oral discourse.

The student can understand clear and There is no specific content addressing this -

https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/9d97003b-fbda-49dc-8cc0-3164df581f93
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/1864f397-5fbc-4a45-b88c-2503871e55dc
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/2199bc62-b929-4b5f-8bb3-5c7bf6b97dca
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/c73794ec-64bd-49e9-98c8-4f1cd3cc91cc
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/28ce882e-287e-42d6-8727-3a9df273dab8
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/eab3689e-738b-4baf-a243-1588f7dee21c
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/fab5b982-10eb-4b95-a567-9ee08dd1f990
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/dfcd855a-bb1f-4086-9a48-efad70fc4708
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/88cf2efd-d9e4-40ee-852d-d56069906265
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/c469d1c4-4ff0-4b63-8f98-d694f8292894
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/6414c3cc-a9fc-416e-afc5-26ab8a7d2b3d
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/133015ee-0320-4957-b38f-036ace11f014
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/8a99d4ef-1ffa-494c-8670-0d5b456f2c2f
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/01219bf2-725c-45f6-89d8-2a2e3b75e75b
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/6414c3cc-a9fc-416e-afc5-26ab8a7d2b3d
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/133015ee-0320-4957-b38f-036ace11f014
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/0a4989fc-fda1-4618-b4f9-4570e77c04f3
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/349e060b-0dfc-45ca-b863-0c278df6f863
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/c9945acf-a64b-440c-98ef-6200db0bf750
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/cc129cc4-f288-43d9-8e06-7487b1969f42


repeated airport announcements about
time of landing and departure and the
boarding gate number.

but all of the beginner and intermediate
listening lessons will support this and help
students to be able to understand
announcements of this nature.

Speaking

Years of study: Performance indicators How this is supported by EP Languages

One year The student can greet others and introduce
himself.

Getting Started Unit 1: Greetings
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

Getting Started Unit 2: Introductions
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

The student can answer a few simple
questions.

Getting Started Unit 4: Asking how you are
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

The student repeats previously learned
vocabulary and expressions such as
numbers, week days, months and seasons.

Getting Started unit 7: Numbers and saying
your age
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

Getting started Unit 17: Days of the week
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

Getting Started Unit 18: Weather
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

The student can name some places, persons
and things previously learned.

Getting Started Unit 10: My family
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

Getting Started Unit 11: My extended family
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

Getting Started Unit 13: Pets
Introduction
Speaking lesson

The student can sing some chants and short
songs.

There are some short chants in the Alphabet
lessons.
Teachers can add their own chants using EP
Studio tools.

Two years The following are example indicators of what the student can do. This is not an exclusive
list.

https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/2082bd76-6be1-4346-827e-fb0b26f2fcb0
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/130dd941-fb94-4b27-bc14-bac0211281cb
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/99e96c88-c99d-4ce2-a8c5-2d1a247db2b6
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/ff8ae385-422f-4cc9-b74c-5536b1ad2bd7
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/5390260c-14fe-4c0e-9258-cd7184e77dd5
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/a08a3774-042d-47cc-8562-b4e89bfb9d41
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/efc60de6-6878-477a-9f63-30c40e85c7f0
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/ce41f909-54f8-437c-84a7-f825ace49238
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/8978ef25-84c0-41ae-9653-1efb0b52a4b9
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/045347c7-d2d5-4122-a4fe-66f751095731
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/28ce882e-287e-42d6-8727-3a9df273dab8
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/7b30843c-c9bb-4e71-b5a3-5820939a31df
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/f6193b84-5cb3-4b18-a9f1-9b6f8c639c10
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/3fe8c18c-d8da-4752-88df-40ad6bdb83cd
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/452d35ff-ba8b-4d6a-a472-0c4986f4754c
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/cc36aa8e-9de0-4723-967a-2b24a68d3400
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/4c648104-ba21-4350-bc6c-971659c663cd
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/4fad09ac-6ff3-4f51-b97c-a73e655a2f70


The student can greet others and can
excuse himself.

Getting Started Unit 1: Greetings
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

The student can introduce himself and
others.

Getting Started Unit 2: Introductions
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

The student can provide basic information
about himself and his acquaintances.

Getting Started Unit 10: My family
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

Getting Started Unit 11: My extended family
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

Beginner Unit 2: Family and pets
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson
Beginner unit 7: Describing people
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

The student can answer simple questions
regarding his likes and dislikes, or regarding
his current and past activities.

Getting Started Unit 16: Food and Drinks:
Likes and dislikes
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

Getting Started unit 19: Activities at Home:
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

Getting Started unit 20: Activities away from
Home:
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

Beginner unit 9: Leisure and activities
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

The student can ask simple and direct
questions using who, what, when and
where.

This is covered in all Getting Started,
Beginner and Intermediate units.

The student can talk about some simple
things in his daily life and in his direct
environment, such school and home.

Getting Started Unit 8: Classroom objects
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

Beginner Unit 3: The classroom
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

Beginner Unit 8: School subjects
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/2082bd76-6be1-4346-827e-fb0b26f2fcb0
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/130dd941-fb94-4b27-bc14-bac0211281cb
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/99e96c88-c99d-4ce2-a8c5-2d1a247db2b6
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/ff8ae385-422f-4cc9-b74c-5536b1ad2bd7
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/f6193b84-5cb3-4b18-a9f1-9b6f8c639c10
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/3fe8c18c-d8da-4752-88df-40ad6bdb83cd
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/452d35ff-ba8b-4d6a-a472-0c4986f4754c
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/cc36aa8e-9de0-4723-967a-2b24a68d3400
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/2199bc62-b929-4b5f-8bb3-5c7bf6b97dca
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/3c39e659-403e-4dd5-9592-040cd4ae2a5c
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/7cfd1669-674d-4445-8363-4282ce5a64b7
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/9161ccc9-da90-406a-962b-c946b166898e
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/a3301117-c384-448a-83a8-6124fcf2b7e5
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/2e3dd0c3-f040-4011-a3e2-2e730c54d183
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/b4e00bf4-335d-4d7f-b3b1-9bdb53771b9b
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/62abbe81-7f63-4551-9e29-20fc0277a51b
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/e661499b-79f4-4f9f-9676-be23ac1af28b
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/960c17c8-f39d-4cb5-8a55-44c3f6757973
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/0a4989fc-fda1-4618-b4f9-4570e77c04f3
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/b078fc57-e64c-40ac-8641-226aac5d3157
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/b22b0026-98b6-4af9-bfdf-e5ba04bcfce8
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/e3fd889e-e188-4304-92d7-4b4e7403ebd1
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/a451b82b-73e7-4ade-ae14-35b330b0ae35
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/9c20cd14-71a2-4b01-a2c3-ad491ca6c499
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/6414c3cc-a9fc-416e-afc5-26ab8a7d2b3d
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/0b679c68-5983-4213-a98b-3db264f6cb42


Beginner Unit 10: My House:
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

The student can present simple learned
information such as places, celebrations,
animals and colors.

Getting Started Unit 13: Pets
Introduction
Speaking lesson

Getting Started Unit 14: Farm animals
Introduction
Speaking lesson

Getting started Unit 6: Colours
Introduction
Speaking lesson

Beginner Unit 5: Countries and Nationalities
Introduction
Speaking lesson

Intermediate Unit 5: Birthdays and
celebrations
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

Three years The following are example indicators of what the student can do. This is not an exclusive
list

The student can exchange some personal
information with others such as address,
email, nationality, and information about
family members and friends.

Beginner Unit 2: Family and pets
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

Beginner Unit 5: Countries and Nationalities
Introduction
Speaking lesson

The student can talk or ask about familiar
things in a photo.

EP studio tools can be used to enable
students to talk or ask about familiar things
in a photo.

The student can talk or ask about the
weather conditions aided by a weather map.

Getting Started Unit 18: Weather
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

The student can ask and answer simple
questions about date, time and place for a
meeting or an appointment.

Intermediate Unit 6: Making plans
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

The student can ask about directions and
can give directions to others about a certain
destination.

Intermediate Unit 3: Places and  directions
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

The student can invite others, and can
accept or reject invitations.

Intermediate Unit 6: Making plans
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

The student can interact while ordering food
or purchasing certain needed items.

Intermediate Unit 1: Restaurants, recipes and
shopping for food

https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/e6724493-c75a-4097-b4db-e9992f079b0d
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/f6a852f3-219b-4024-939a-0c13c43a8a53
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/4c648104-ba21-4350-bc6c-971659c663cd
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/4fad09ac-6ff3-4f51-b97c-a73e655a2f70
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/576b32bf-4fe8-4291-a154-7e075db40c3a
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/15df4a85-1ff7-4891-9655-32f001db133c
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/1b9f2d0c-e961-40e9-80d6-40a23d92f76f
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/1fa49967-b7cc-4f03-8458-d3e9f3bd7d9f
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/b68f939e-c0bc-4f63-828c-eb1a1c40a952
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/f256a8a4-9e41-47a1-a9c8-7b35a8789d11
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/a37acef9-8287-44a1-9b34-8efd31c4b6a4
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/073729b4-4ddc-406b-846e-4b4cb20728dd
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/2199bc62-b929-4b5f-8bb3-5c7bf6b97dca
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/3c39e659-403e-4dd5-9592-040cd4ae2a5c
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/b68f939e-c0bc-4f63-828c-eb1a1c40a952
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/f256a8a4-9e41-47a1-a9c8-7b35a8789d11
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/28ce882e-287e-42d6-8727-3a9df273dab8
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/7b30843c-c9bb-4e71-b5a3-5820939a31df
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/c9945acf-a64b-440c-98ef-6200db0bf750
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/ffa06e57-191e-4768-ad5f-84bb319fb57e
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/fab5b982-10eb-4b95-a567-9ee08dd1f990
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/b46c3e45-b0d5-4f66-a260-ad0b613610ad
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/c9945acf-a64b-440c-98ef-6200db0bf750
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/ffa06e57-191e-4768-ad5f-84bb319fb57e


Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

The student can describe family, friends and
school.

Beginner Unit 2: Family and pets
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson
Beginner unit 7: Describing people
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

The speaker can briefly describe events or
short familiar experiences.

Intermediate Unit 4: Holidays
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

The student can give simple instructions to
prepare or make something.

Intermediate Unit 1: Restaurants, recipes and
shopping for food
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

The student can present simple information
concerning learned topics such as an
experiment in a science lab or experiences
in other subjects at school.

EP studio tools can be used to enable
students to present about these topics.

Four years The following are example indicators of what the student can do. This is not an exclusive
list.

The student can engage in some
conversations about daily issues such as his
family, school, personal interests and daily
routine.

See learning material links listed above for
these topics.

The student can ask for help, make hotel or
restaurant reservations, or arrange
transportation.

Intermediate Unit 4: Holidays
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

The student can describe favorite people,
events, famous landmarks and popular
places.

Intermediate Unit 3: Places and directions
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

The student can express his needs and
desires which are related to his school and
daily life.

Intermediate Unit 7: Daily Routine
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

The student can talk about his favourite
programs or famous figures.

This topic is not yet covered but will be
developed soon. Teachers can make use of
the EP studio tools to support this topic.

Five years The following are example indicators of what the student can do. This is not an exclusive
list.

The speaker can start and finish a
conversation, and can ask for information

See all intermediate level units
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and details.

The speaker can conduct an interview with
another person.

This will be developed in the advanced Arabic
course

The student can talk about his daily
routines, hobbies and personal interests.

Intermediate Unit 7: Daily Routine
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

The student can give the reasons behind his
personal choices.

This is covered across many intermediate
level units.

The student can give information and details
about past and planned activities.

Intermediate Unit 4: Holidays
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

Intermediate Unit 6: Making plans
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

The speaker can talk about other countries,
events, and historical figures.

This will be developed in the advanced Arabic
course

The student can speak about a past
personal experience or something he
learned.

This will be developed in the advanced Arabic
course

Six years The following are example indicators of what the student can do. This is not an exclusive
list.

The student can ask and answer questions
about certain events, hobbies, lifestyle,
sport activities and games.

Beginner Unit 9: Leisure activities
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

The student can pose questions and
formulate answers about places he visited
or plans to visit.

Intermediate Unit 4: Holidays
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

The student can give information about his
family history or talk about his future
profession.

Intermediate Unit 9: The world of work
Introduction lesson
Speaking lesson

The student can request postponement of
an appointment and explain why.

EP studio tools can be used to enable
students to communicate in this situation

The student can return previously
EP studio tools can be used to enable
students to communicate in this situation
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purchased items and explain why.

The student can use original expressions to
explain something, or to ask about the steps
to do something.

EP studio tools can be used to enable
students to communicate in this situation

The student can explain the essential steps
to accomplish something at school or in his
daily life.

EP studio tools can be used to enable
students to communicate in this situation

The student can give an oral presentation
about an influential leader.

This will be developed as part of our
advanced course.

Reading

Years of study: Performance indicators How this is supported by EP Languages

One year The following are example indicators of what the student can do. This is not an exclusive
list.

The student can spell a few names and
simple words.

The introduction alphabet lessons help
students to recognise letters and spell simple
words:
0. Introduction
1. Alif, baa, taa, thaa
2. Jiim, haa, khaa
3. Daal, thaal, ra, zay
4. Seen, sheen, saad, daad
5. Ta, tha, ayn, ghayn
6. Faa, qaf, kaf, lam
7. Meem, noon, ha, wow, yaa

Getting Started Unit 1: Greetings:
Introduction lesson
Reading and listening lesson

Getting Started Unit 2: Introductions:
Introduction lesson
Reading and listening lesson

Getting Started Unit 3: Goodbyes
Introduction lesson
Reading and listening lesson
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The reader can link single words with related
images

Getting Started Unit 8: Classroom objects
Introduction lesson
Reading and listening lesson

Getting Started Unit 13: Pets
Introduction lesson
Reading and listening lesson

The student can link some words and
expressions he learned with related
meanings such as city names on a map or
the names of a few dishes on a menu.

Two years The following are example indicators of what the student can do. This is not an exclusive
list.

The student can recognize some words and
expressions with the use of visual aids such
as entrance and exit signs.

Not currently covered in our content. EP
studio tools could be used

The student can recognize words referring
to family members such as father and
grandfather, etc.

Getting Started Unit 10: My Family
Introduction lesson
Reading and Listening lesson

Getting Started Unit 11: Extended Family
Introduction lesson
Reading and listening lesson

Getting Started Unit 12: Talking about my
Family
Introduction lesson
Reading and listening lesson

The student can recognize the names of
di�erent healthy foods such as fruits and
vegetables.

Getting Started Unit 15: Food and Drinks
Introduction lesson
Reading and Listening lesson

The student can read and understand words
from daily "to do" or shopping lists.

Many of our reading lessons across beginner
and intermediate level would help support
this.The student can read and understand signs

and display boards, such as those at
supermarkets, in the street and in
magazines.

The student can read and understand the
daily school schedule (names of study
subjects).

Getting Started Unit 17: Days of the week
Introduction lesson
Reading and listening lesson

Beginner Unit 8: School subjects
Introduction lesson
Reading lesson
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Three years The following are example indicators of what the student can do. This is not an exclusive
list.

The student can understand key information
in an advertisement.

We don’t currently cover advertisements as
text types - but many of the units in our
beginner and intermediate courses would
introduce useful vocabulary for
understanding an advertisement

The student can determine the main
purpose of a printed advertisement.

The student can understand simple
information in a text message from a friend.

Text messages are integrated as text types
throughout our beginner and intermediate
reading lessons.

The student can understand a simple
comment describing a certain picture.

Much of the learning material throughout the
beginner and intermediate courses will
support with this.

The student can understand the categories
on a diagram/chart.

This is not currently covered in our course -
but could be designed with EP studio tools.

The student can distinguish di�erent
greeting messages on postcards.

Postcards are integrated as text types
throughout our beginner

The student can recognize city locations on
a map.

Intermediate Unit 3: Places and Directions
Introduction lesson
Reading lesson

The student can understand public
transportation schedules.

These topics aren’t addressed specifically in
lessons, but vocabulary addressed in the
intermediate units will support this.The student can understand the working

hours of businesses.

The student can understand the labels on
recycling bins.

Intermediate Unit 10: Save the Planet:
Introduction lesson
Reading lesson

Four years The following are example indicators of what the student can do. This is not an exclusive
list.

The student can understand email from a
friend about his interests and daily routines.

Intermediate Unit 7: Daily Routine
Introduction lesson
Reading lesson

The student can understand a friend's posts
on Facebook.

There are examples of facebook posts
throughout the reading comprehension
lessons at beginner and intermediate level.

The reader can understand a friend's letter
about an event.

There are examples of letters throughout the
reading comprehension lessons at beginner
and intermediate level.

The student can understand a text
accepting or rejecting an invitation.

Intermediate Unit 6: Making plans
Introduction lesson
Reading lesson

The student can recognize some required
information on a formal form, such as those
I.D form, participation in a draw or hotel
reservations.

Intermediate Unit 4: Holidays
Introduction lesson
Reading lesson

The student can understand some
information from the media, such as basic

Intermediate Unit 9: The world of work
Introduction lesson
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information about famous athletes, job
advertisements or the weather forecast.

Reading lesson

Five years The following are example indicators of what the student can do. This is not an exclusive
list.

The student can understand information
found in various invitations to di�erent
occasions. The student can understand
information found in a commercial
advertisement or a tourist pamphlet/guide.

Intermediate Unit 5: Birthdays and
celebrations
Introduction lesson
Reading lesson

Intermediate Unit 3: Places and Directions
Introduction lesson
Reading lesson

The student can understand key information
in menus.

Intermediate Unit 1: Restaurants, recipes and
shopping for food
Introduction lesson
Reading lesson

The student can understand what is posted
in forums on familiar topics. The student can
understand the contents of postcards from
friends. The student can understand basic
information found in personal messages
exchanged on social media sites.

There are examples of this throughout the
reading comprehension lessons at
Intermediate level.

The student can understand key information
found in an interview with a celebrity.

This will be available as part of our advanced
Arabic programme.

The reader can identify some events in a
narrative text or simple short story.

This will be available as part of our advanced
Arabic programme.

The student can identify some descriptions
in short texts about a person, a place or a
thing.

Intermediate Unit 3: Places and Directions
Introduction lesson
Reading lesson

Six years The following are example indicators of what the student can do. This is not an exclusive
list.

The student can understand texts about a
summer trip or a work- related event.

Intermediate Unit 4: Holidays
Introduction lesson
Reading lesson

The student can understand written
descriptions on postcards received from a
friend about a family vacation.
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The student can understand instructions to
use an ATM machine. The student can
understand the news in the papers related
to a public social event.

EP studio tools can be used to provide
practice of this particular context.

The student can understand most events in
narrative texts or short stories.

EP studio tools can be used to provide
practice of this particular context.

The student can understand most
information found in publications about
tourist attractions.

Intermediate Unit 3: Places and Directions
Introduction lesson
Reading lesson

Writing

Years of study: Performance indicators How this is supported by EP Languages

One year The following are example indicators of what the student can do. This is not an exclusive
list.

The student can copy letters, words and
phrases he or she learned in class.

0. Introduction
1. Alif, baa, taa, thaa
2. Jiim, haa, khaa
3. Daal, thaal, ra, zay
4. Seen, sheen, saad, daad
5. Ta, tha, ayn, ghayn
6. Faa, qaf, kaf, lam
7. Meem, noon, ha, wow, yaa

The student can write his or her name,
home address, date, name of days and
seasons.

Getting Started Unit 1: Greetings
Introduction lesson
Writing lesson

Getting Started Unit 2: Introductions
Introduction lesson
Writing lesson

Getting Started Unit 17: Days of the week
Introduction lesson
Writing lesson

Getting Started Unit 18: Weather
Introduction lesson
Writing lesson

The student can write words and phrases
that he or she learned, using visual stimuli
such as pictures, maps or drawings.

All Getting Started in Arabic units 1-20
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Two years The following are example indicators of what the student can do. This is not an exclusive
list.

The student can fill out simple forms with
some basic personal information such as
name, date of birth and nationality.

Getting Started Unit 2: Introductions
Introduction lesson
Writing lesson

Beginner unit 1: Greetings and introductions
Introduction lesson
New Writing lesson coming soon

Beginner Unit 4: Dates and birthdays
Introduction lesson
New Writing lesson coming soon

Beginner Unit 5: Countries and nationalities
Introduction lesson
New Writing lesson coming soon

The student can write about
himself/herself, using previously learned
sentences and phrases.

All writing lessons in Getting Started and
Beginner level Arabic courses will support
students to do this.

The student can write lists including likes
and dislikes, such as school subjects, sports
and activities.

Getting Started Unit 16: Likes and Dislikes of
food
Introduction lesson
Writing lesson

Getting Started Unit 19: Likes and Dislikes -
home activities
Introduction lesson
Writing lesson

Beginner Unit 8: School subjects
Introduction lesson
New writing lesson coming soon

Beginner Unit 9: Leisure activities
Introduction lesson
New writing lesson coming soon

The student can create a table of
information on family members to include:
name, age, relationship, and their likes and
dislikes.

Getting Started Unit 10: My family
Introduction lesson
Writing lesson

Getting Started Unit 11: My extended family
Introduction lesson
Writing lesson

Beginner Unit 2: Family and pets
Introduction lesson
New writing lesson coming soon

The student can write simple sentences
about where he or she lives.

Beginner Unit 5: Countries and nationalities
Introduction lesson
New writing lesson coming soon
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Beginner Unit 10: My House
Introduction lesson
New writing lesson coming soon

The student can create simple lists for
multiple purposes.

All beginner writing  lessons support this.

The student can write simple phrases about
weekend activities.

Getting Started Unit 19: Home activities
Introduction lesson
Writing lesson

Getting Started Unit 20: Leisure activities
away from home
Introduction lesson
Writing lesson

Beginner Unit 9: Leisure activities
Introduction lesson
New writing lesson coming soon

Three years The following are example indicators of what the student can do. This is not an exclusive
list

The student can write simple sentences to
describe himself or herself, family, friends
and school. The student can write simple
phrases and sentences like those in
greeting cards, invitation cards and thank
you cards.

Beginner Unit 2: Family and pets
Introduction lesson
New writing lesson coming soon

Beginner Unit 7: Describing people
Introduction lesson
New writing lesson coming soon

The student can write about familiar
experiences and events, using previously
learned writing style such as writing routine
activities inside and outside class. The
student can write a few sentences about a
topic he or she learned in class with the
help of some images.

All beginner and intermediate writing units
support this.

The student can write a request for some
basic information such as asking for an
appointment with a professor or a colleague
or for a certain service.

Intermediate Unit 6: Making plans
Introduction lesson
Writing lesson

Four years The following are example indicators of what the student can do. This is not an exclusive
list.

The student can write information about
people he or she knows such as describing
their appearance and some personality
traits.

Beginner Unit 7: Describing people
Introduction lesson
New writing lesson coming soon

https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/e6724493-c75a-4097-b4db-e9992f079b0d
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/b4e00bf4-335d-4d7f-b3b1-9bdb53771b9b
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/62abbe81-7f63-4551-9e29-20fc0277a51b
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/e661499b-79f4-4f9f-9676-be23ac1af28b
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/960c17c8-f39d-4cb5-8a55-44c3f6757973
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/0a4989fc-fda1-4618-b4f9-4570e77c04f3
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/2199bc62-b929-4b5f-8bb3-5c7bf6b97dca
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/7cfd1669-674d-4445-8363-4282ce5a64b7
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/c9945acf-a64b-440c-98ef-6200db0bf750
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/e4ed0bee-60fa-46c7-bd9a-47a26dccdbe8
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/7cfd1669-674d-4445-8363-4282ce5a64b7


The student can write simple information
about a familiar place, such as school, home
or city.

Beginner Unit 10: My Home
Introduction lesson
New writing lesson coming soon

Intermediate Unit 3: Places and Directions
Introduction lesson
Writing lesson

The student can write about an occasion,
holiday or celebration.

Intermediate Unit 4: Holidays
Introduction lesson
Writing lesson

Intermediate Unit 5: Birthdays and
celebrations
Introduction lesson
Writing lesson

The student can write brief notes on an oral
presentation he will deliver.

All intermediate level units support this.

The student can write about topics of
personal interest such as a favorite movie or
celebrity.

This will be developed in our Advanced
Arabic course.

The student can write instructions on how
to prepare or make something as preparing
a certain dish.

Intermediate Unit 1: Restaurants, recipes and
shopping for food
Introduction lesson
Reading lesson
Writing lesson

Each of these lessons has a small section on
writing recipes

Five years The following are example indicators of what the student can do. This is not an exclusive
list.

The student can write a message explaining
something.

This is covered across many of the
intermediate writing units.

The student can write about public events
and daily routines.

Intermediate Unit 7: Daily routine
Introduction lesson
Reading lesson
Writing lesson

The student can write personal details in
order to enter a contest or enroll in a
program.

Many of the writing lessons at beginner and
intermediate level would support this.

The student can write invitations to an
event they are organizing.

Intermediate Unit 5: Birthdays and
Celebrations
Introduction lesson
Reading lesson
Writing lesson

https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/e6724493-c75a-4097-b4db-e9992f079b0d
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/fab5b982-10eb-4b95-a567-9ee08dd1f990
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/27a13724-220b-426d-8ec5-0c1875c771fb
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/9f6a7548-e240-47e9-b1eb-88f087a0b092
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/f8f9ef91-2334-42fa-9a01-fc85e8c77972
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/a37acef9-8287-44a1-9b34-8efd31c4b6a4
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/fd27c72f-7cb3-40a5-aef0-b9e1d420c025
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/88cf2efd-d9e4-40ee-852d-d56069906265
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/7791a4bf-0780-450a-8eb4-779315ad50ed
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/fbc3c09e-ede9-4852-9039-b8104fadcbdb
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/8a99d4ef-1ffa-494c-8670-0d5b456f2c2f
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/b0042282-1ee3-4bbf-b3ab-8b7fca6532b9
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/8e995109-7ac5-4160-91fd-d20a6e2d4da8
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/a37acef9-8287-44a1-9b34-8efd31c4b6a4
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/7b1b364e-16b6-4a67-90a6-9b7e0267df17
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/fd27c72f-7cb3-40a5-aef0-b9e1d420c025


The student can write a few sentences
about something he or she learned.

This can be created with EP Studio tools

The student can write a simple summary
about a book, movie or event.

This will be covered in our new advanced
course.

Six years The following are example indicators of what the student can do. This is not an exclusive
list.

The student can write a simple report about
something he or she learned.

This will be covered in our new advanced
level content

The student can write a series of steps to
complete a task, such as an experiment in a
lab.

This can be created with EP Studio tools

The student can write content for a
presentation.

This will be covered in our new advanced
level content

The student can write a simple summary
about a task or a trip.

Intermediate Unit 4: Holidays
Introduction lesson
Reading lesson
Writing lesson

https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/9f6a7548-e240-47e9-b1eb-88f087a0b092
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/4838ee8c-c882-4503-a98f-d31d991c63ee
https://app.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/content/activity/f8f9ef91-2334-42fa-9a01-fc85e8c77972

